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Object: 2008 CIVITAS Forum Conference - Candidature of the City of Bologna

Bologna, 20 August 2007

To Whom it may concern,

in June 2007, the city of Bologna approved its new Urban Traffic Master Plan
(Piano Generale del Traffico Urbano - PGTU). This plan contains urban mobility related
proposals which are perfectly in line with the spirit and objectives promoted by the
CIVITAS Initiative.

Along with its new PGTU, Bologna launched important infrastructural works (i.e.
the subway, the People mover, a new railway station, the CIVIS Trolley bus, etc.)
which are expected to revolutionise the Bologna urban mobility.

Since years Bologna has relationships with several other European cities in
order to evaluate and learn from others experiences. Bologna has been active also in
several EU funded projects and in important cities’ networks like POLIS and
EUROCITIES.

Due to its good international experience, Bologna has developed excellent
organisational skills thus I am sure we will be able to guarantee a successful
organisation of the 2008 CIVITAS Forum Conference. I would like to highlight that, in
the past, Bologna had successfully organised similar events (i.e. “eChallenges Event”
in 2003 and “EUROCITIES - Knowledge Society Forum” in 2007).

For these reasons, I would like to submit to your attention the candidature of
the Municipality of Bologna to host the 2008 CIVITAS Forum Conference.

Yours sincerely,

Maurizio Zamboni

Deputy Mayor
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Candidature of the City of Bologna for hosting
the 2008 CIVITAS Forum Conference

The City of Bologna
Bologna, the capital both of the province and of the region Emilia Romagna, was selected as one
of the nine ‘European Capitals of culture’ for the year 2000. The designation has enriched the
city’s cultural side with several important international events, as well as the transformation of the
so-called Ex Sala Borsa, or Former Stock Exchange, into Italy’s largest multimedia library.  It  has
always been  a centre of cultural, art and scientific progress thanks to its University, the oldest in
the world  founded in 1088, which gave the city its  nickname of ‘La Dotta’ (the learned).
Every part of this city is full of history. Its city centre in Medieval style, is one of the best
preserved in Europe. Its 40 kilometres of arcades give the chance of a walk protecting either from
the sun or from the rain. The red brick of its buildings is a feature which makes this city unique.
In the city centre the Two Towers, the real symbol of the city, are the last proof of the almost two
hundred house-towers dominating here in the Middle Ages. Besides the history hidden in its
palaces, squares, museums, churches and wonderful gardens, the city is alive both by day and by
night. See the several typical pubs, theatres, open-air markets, food shops displaying the local
specialities that make Bologna a capital of good eating, recognised world-wide.
Its efficient trade fair centre also makes Bologna one of the most important business cities in
Northern Italy. It is the main road and rail junction of the whole country and its international fast-
growing airport is connected to the main European cities.
Bologna offers a wide range of tourist facilities, modern accommodation services and historical
sites to organise events. The short distance from other Italian artistic cities and from the Adriatic
coast makes it ideal for thematic breaks and incentive programmes.
Bologna is a city with a human side, where it is still possible to hear its heart-beat in a lively,
wide-open reality, where past is still present and present is already future (please see Annex I for
major details).

Urban Mobility Policies in Bologna
In June 2007, Bologna approved its new Urban Traffic Master Plan (Piano Generale del Traffico
Urbano - PGTU). This plan contains the urban mobility related proposal for the period 2007 –  2010
aimed to "improve the circulation and road safety, to reduce environmental and noise pollution,
and to achieve energy saving".
More in particular, it sets the following main objectives:
Ø To shift the modal split towards public transport and more ecological modes of transport

(alternative fuels promotion, electric bicycles, car sharing, etc.), with at least 6%.
Ø To improve the quality of public transport service (also with the introduction of an innovative

network project based on "on-demand" bus call services), to increase public transport
demand, and promote public transport with mobility management actions.

Ø To deploy an innovative model for fare integration in the transport system.
Ø To deploy and improve technological Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) to allow the

effectiveness of mobility policies related to enforcement and traffic flow optimisation.
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Ø To deploy a new freight distribution platform to allow more efficient transport modalities and
to reduce traffic congestion caused by goods delivery.

Ø To deploy road safety systems and policies;
Ø To stimulate a behavioural change in the urban mobility field through awareness raising

campaigns.
The PGTU was the first of a series of actions that the city of Bologna intends to pursue to tackle
the current traffic challenge. By the year 2010 Bologna wants to increase PT ridership by 17%,
cycling by 31% and reduce car use by 14%. These are extremely ambitious goals that can only be
achieved through the adoption of a radical and long-term strategy. In this sense, Bologna’s plans
seem perfectly nestled in the CIVITAS Initiative, as they share the same integrated approach and
action themes on which Bologna has invested in the past and is going to invest massive
resources.

Relevance of local measures to the Forum theme
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the Mobility policies carried out by the city of Bologna
are perfectly in line with the themes and objectives promoted by the CIVITAS Initiative moreover
the city’s political commitment toward the  achievement of a real sustainable urban mobility is
high and clearly demonstrated by the recently approved PGTU.
Beside this policy common ground between the Municipality’s local mobility policies and the
CIVITAS Initiative, since years Bologna has been active in the EU funded projects and cities’
networks (e.g. POLIS, EUROCITIES, etc.).
In 1996 the Municipality of Bologna created a specific Unit, the International Relations, Co-
operation and Projects Office (URPI), with the goal of supporting and fostering its rapidly growing
international activities. Since 1998, the office has managed several projects, the majority of them
funded by the European Commission under several programmes. The URPI has particularly
intensified its international co-operation as of 2003, joining projects funded by European
programmes such as INTERREG IIIB and IIIC, DGTREN, DGIST, IEE and E-TEN. Today the URPI of
Bologna has a permanent staff of thirteen: five project managers providing horizontal support to
the entire range of the Municipality’s Departments, three financial managers supporting the
Departments in the financial issues related to their participation in the international projects, and
three liaison officers specifically dedicated to maintaining institutional relationships with
international organisations (and co-operation activities. Two secretaries provide support and help
in daily office management.
In the organisation of the Forum, two departments of the Municipality of Bologna will be involved:
the Mobility Department, which will be the main representative for the Municipality, and the URPI
which will provide support for the Forum logistic organisation.
The Mobility Department has long lasting experiences in both national (e.g. e-Governement or
mobility infrastructure related projects) and EU funded projects (see
http://www.comune.bologna.it/relazioni-internazionali/progetti/trasporti.php). The Department
works mainly on sustainable mobility actions, ITS implementation and traffic policies, planning
and monitoring; the staff is composed by 100 persons, most of them young and with technical
profile. In February Bologna was finalist of European Mobility Week Award (see
www.mobilityweek-europe.org/Mobility-Award-2007).

Logistic and organisation skills
Due to its long experience in European Projects and Cities Networks, Bologna has developed good
organisational skills and it is able to guarantee both the logistic and financial resources needed for
the successful organisation of the 2008 Forum Conference.
For the CIVITAS Forum Conference, Bologna will use Palazzo Re Enzo for the plenary political
sessions and the Fiera District premises for the parallel sessions, the workshops and exhibition. In
2005 at Palazzo Re Enzo 69 exhibition took place.
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In the past, Bologna successfully organised similar events, in particular:

Year Event Description

2003 the eChallenges Event
550 delegates from worlwide participated in the conference.

During the conference, 77 specific working sessions were
organised.

2007
EUROCITIES -

Knowledge Society
Forum

200 delegates participated to the conference. A plenary
session and several workshops were organised during the two

days conference.

The Municipality of Bologna: facts and figures

1) General
Residents: 373.026 inhabitants (31/12/2006)
Municipality area: 140,846 Kmq

2) Accomodation
Hotel: 87, total beds 9.753, yearly guests
1.793.382

3) Trade exhibitions
Fiere internazionali di Bologna: in 2005 28
exhibition took place, with 1.308.062 visitors

Manifestazioni al Palazzo della Cultura e dei
Congressi: in 2005 186 exhibition took place,  with
174.575 participants

4) Transport network
Int. Airport G. Marconi: 4.001.436 passengers per
year (67% from international flights), 57 routes
Railroad: connections with national most important
cities (e.g. Roma, in 2h 44', Milano in 1h 44') and
direct connections with France, Germany,
Switzerland and Austria.

5) Useful links
§ Municipality of Bologna: www.comune.bologna.it
§ Urban Mobility Department: urp.comune.bologna.it/Mobilita/Mobilita.nsf
§ Fiere Internazionali di Bologna: www.bolognafiere.it
§ International Airport of Bologna: www.bologna-airport.it
§ Ferrovie dello Stato (TRENITALIA): www.ferroviedellostato.it
§ Hotels: http://iat.comune.bologna.it/IAT/IAT.nsf/web4?OpenView&Start=1&Count=20&Expand=1#1
§ Urban public transport (ATC): www.atc.bo.it
§ Bologna virtual tour: www.comune.bologna.it/girabologna
§ Regione Emilia-Romagna: www.regione.emilia-romagna.it/wcm/ERMES/index.htm

Palazzo Re Enzo main hall



Comune di Bologna
Mayor’s Cabinet

International Relations, Cooperation and Projects Office

The city of Bologna is located in a strategic geographic position
in the heart of Italy, just middle way from Milan and Florence.
Bologna is also the main city in the Emilia Romagna Region and
it is surrounded by beautiful plains, hills, woods and the
Apennines. The Province spreads out in 60 Municipalities and
has an overall population of around  900.000 inhabitants. About
374.000 live within Bologna Municipality.

Every part of the city is full of history. Its
well– preserved historical city centre is
among the largest in Europe. The 40
Kilometres of “porticoes”  (the arcades)
together with the red brick of its buildings
give Bologna its unique character. Also
medieval towers are a hallmark of Bologna,
especially the Two Towers, that serve as
Bologna’s symbol. They are in the very city
centre and represent the last proof of the
almost two hundreds house– towers
dominating here in the Middle Ages.

The main square, Piazza Maggiore, is
considered the ideal place for strolling and
meeting friends, surrounded by buildings that
testify the coexistence of many powers
throughout the city's history: the Accursio
Palace (now City Hall) and the Palace of the
Podestà (formerly the seat of city
government); the Notaries’ Palace and the
Palace of the Banchi (home of the guilds); and
the Basilica of Saint Petronio, dedicated to the
city's patron saint,  which bears witness to the
city's religious side.

Bologna, Italy



Alongside its cultural tradition Bologna is a commercial city: it is one of the most important
business cities in Northern Italy.  The main reason is that Bologna is a crossroads of goods and
people, thanks to his role as a transportation hub: the main rail and highway junction in Italy,
together with a fast-growing, international Airport  (4 million passengers per year).

Bologna is a city of small and medium-sized businesses and of crafts, oriented towards
international markets and exports. The economic development of the city took place during the
post-war era, when Bologna improved the quality of life and built up its economy, thanks to a
sharp policy of public and social services and the construction of new facilities.

MANUFACTURING ACTIVITIES  (% EMPLOYED WORKERS)
Engineering industry 63,3
Paper, Printing, Publishing 6,3
Food  5,9
Various manufacturing activities (*)  4,1
Clothing 3,8
Rubber and Plastic items 3,7
Processing of non-metallic minerals  3,5
Chemicals and synthetic fibres 3,2
Wood 2,3
Textiles  1,9
Furs, Leather, Shoes  1,8
Tobacco  0,2

 (*) Production of furniture, musical instruments, sports items, toys, jewellery, refined oil products, collection and
preparation for recycling.

BOLOGNA FAIR DISTRICT
Bologna Fiere is one of Europe’s leading exhibition centres and a preferred destination for
international business professionals, hosting every year around 27 fairs, 22 of them world
leading international events.

FIGURES
Total Surface Area 340.000 m2

Indoor Exhibition area 175.000 m2

Outdoor Exhibition area 80.000 m2

Services 35.000 m2

Exhibition Halls 20
Parking Availability 10.000
www.bolognafiere.it



Cultural life in Bologna

The Culture Department also pays great attention to the creativeness of young people through the
activity of the Office for Promoting Young Artists which, among other matters,  monitors the presence
of young talents in Bologna, addressing to them important cultural initiatives, both in Italy and abroad.
The rich supply of monuments and museums offers visitors and scholars many places of interest,
shows and events hosted by the town museums: the Civic Museums, among which we should mention
the Archaeological Museum, that hosts materials discovered during excavations in town starting from
1869 and an important Egyptian collection; the Mediaeval Museum, with a section dedicated to the
Bologna museum collections and to a collection of unusual items, scientific materials and artistic items;
the Modern Art Gallery. Worthy of note is also the International Museum and Library of Music,
recently opened, which simultaneously offers different aspects of music (instruments,  scores, texts,
paintings) and, thanks to the potential offered by multimedia, will allow actual listening to music. The
Museum-Library hosts in its halls the unique musical heritage of the Municipality of Bologna.
The building includes areas set aside for  the museum, an events hall with its foyer, teaching
laboratories and computer posts.

Bologna is where the first and most ancient University of the
world was set up, and which dealt successfully with the
challenges of the new Community-wide dimension; Bologna
was the European City of Culture of the year 2000, it is the
capital of Emilia Romagna and an obligatory step on the road
between the North and the South of the Italian peninsula. A
cosmopolitan city, sensitive to the quick changes of
contemporary society.

The town affords a rich and varied cultural scene, thanks to the institutions that work there, and to a
multitude of small and medium associations that work with them.
The Culture Department of the Municipality of Bologna handles the town cultural activities and
initiatives, co-ordinating the complex museum and theatre systems, the network of libraries and cultural
associations. Over twenty theatres, associations and co-operatives already enjoy institutional support for
their work, through agreements or contributions, thus providing seasons of events with a high artistic
quality. The supply of events in the town ranges from traditional theatre to research theatre, musicals,
dance, theatre in dialect and puppet theatre, as well as laboratories and courses for people of all ages.

Important establishments include the Municipal Theatre
and the Philharmonic Academy, which now cultivate the
noble art of music through concert seasons of high
quality, cycles of lectures giving information on music to
the wider public, courses for higher musical education,
musicology conferences and shows.  The Philharmonic
Academy gives top priority to its previous archive, which
is going through new classification and will be put online
in the next two years. Speaking of theatre, mention should
be made  of the activity of the Testoni Children’s
Theatre, which is exclusively devoted to culture for
children and young people and represents a national and
international reference in this field.



One of the main libraries is the Library of the Archiginnasio, one of the most important in Italy as a
historical library and because of its assets, documenting the cultural life of Bologna. The library has a
vast amount of manuscripts and rare books, ancient and modern, which are held to be an indispensable
source for investigating and getting to understand the widest range of cultural phenomena, as well as
the study of human sciences in a historical perspective.

Bologna also houses one of Europe’s main cultural poles, the Manifattura delle Arti, which  covers an
area of about 10 hectares. The main refurbishing work was completed in 2003, thanks to the joint
involvement of the Municipality, the University and the funds of Bologna European City of Culture
2000 on a project by the architect Aldo Rossi, and today it hosts the Department of Sciences of
Communication, the Music and Performing Arts Laboratories of the University and the Bologna Film
Archive.

For more on line information about the city of Bologna, you can take a look at these web sites:
www.comune.bologna.it
www.comune.bologna.it/iperbole/bomusei
www.museomusicabologna.it

   www.unibo.it
   www.cinetecadibologna.it
   www.charliechaplinarchive.org

www.comunalebologna.it
www.testoniragazzi.it

The library service of the Municipality of Bologna consists of a
network of libraries which share the common goal of satisfying
the needs for information and ongoing education of the
community, with special attention to bringing out the specific
culture of the territory, offering every citizen free access to
reading and to information resources, including multimedia. One
can consult the catalogues of all the libraries present in the
territory on line.

Another important location is Sala Borsa, in the heart of the town,
an enormous area dedicated to the cultural life.  Sala Borsa intends
to improve and integrate the services provided by common city
libraries, collecting and facilitating access to information and to
documentary assets, with special interest for the contemporary
social and civil picture. Sala Borsa is also designed so as to give
greater value to multimedia communications tools, both as a way of
obtaining knowledge and as guides in using the library.

Established in the ‘60s, the Bologna Film Archive (Cineteca di Bologna)
became a municipal institution in 1995. A member of the Association des
Ciné mathèques Europé ennes (ACE), in 1989 it also became acting member of
the Fé dé ration Internationale des Archives du Film (FIAF). With four active
halls, it offers the same number of routes through the world of international
cinematography, today and at all ages: one viewing is devoted to the history of
cinema, one to contemporary authors’ cinema, one to the most innovative
experiences of contemporary independent production, then there is laboratory
activity and teaching activity for schools. Since 1999, the Film Archive has
hosted the Charlie Chaplin Archive: thousands of documents, ranging from
screenplays, sketches, set drawings, manuscripts, photographs, to contracts,
notes and comments. The Cineteca has the delicate task of reconstructing the
whole life of Chaplin: besides digitalizing and cataloguing the paper archive of
the cineaste, there is the complete restoration of his cinema work; the fund
may be consulted entirely on site at the new library of the Cineteca di Bologna.



Pictures of Bologna



The two tower

The arcade to San Luca

The Municipality Theatre

Piazza S. Stefano
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In the center by bicycle



Street  of the center

Palazzo Grassi

Palazzo Re Enzo

Piazza Maggiore


